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Anti Ragging cell 
 

This Cell is functional with the Manager of the institution, Principal, Vice Principal, a Senior 

teacher as the coordinator and four faculty membersas joint-coordinators. Anti ragging cell functions 

in our college to educate the pupils on the perverse nature of ragging and its inherent degrading 

effect. This cell helps to keep a close eye on ragging and be vigilant about it in order to stop it from 

happening. This also helps to deal with any ragging occurrences quickly and strictly. 

Different methods for registering of Complaints 

 

 Complaint boxes were installed in which the students can drop their complaints with or without 

revealing their identity. 

 Complaints can be directly reported to the cell coordinators or through class teachers. 

 
Objectives 

 

 To prevent any physical or mental torture or any disorderly conduct towards any student. 
 

 To maintain a ragging free campus and ensure a student-friendly environment. 

 
 

Relevance 

 

 
Ragging is a serious crime and is punishable by law. This cell is very relevant to keep a ragging free 

campus and ensure student –friendly environment. 

Committee Members 2019-2020 

 

1. Rev Sr Clodit (Manager) 

2. Dr. Sr. Geege Joanamma Xavier(Principal) 

3. Dr Sr Stella K.A., (Vice Principal). 

4. Dr Milon Franz , Associate Professor, Department of English (Coordinator) 

5. Dr Baby Divya,Assistant Professor, Department of Zoology 

6. Ms Bilu Job,Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce 

7. Ms Sheneya Festus, Assistant Professor, Department of Chemistry 

8. Ms Jomsy Thomas, Department of Commerce (Self financing) 



 
 
 

 

Report 2019-2020 

Anti ragging cell 

 

Anti ragging cell functions in our college to educate the pupils on the perverse nature of ragging and 

its inherent degrading effect. This cell helps to keep a close eye on ragging and be vigilant about it in order 

to stop it from happening. 

This cell is functional with the Manager of the institution, Principal,Vice principal,a Senior teacher as the 

coordinator and four faculty members as joint-coordinators. The teacher coordinator of the cell, Dr Milon 

Franz, discussed about the guidelines issued by MHRD regarding the steps to be taken to prevent incidents 

of ragging in the campus. An awareness class was given to the class prefects and asked them to propagate 

the message of anti ragging among students. Complaint boxes fixed in the campus were frequently 

checked, but no complaints about the ragging were found in the academic year. An orientation class was 

given to the freashers so that they can report any kind of ragging to the teacher in charge without any 

hesitation. The rules to prevent ragging and its penalties were displayed in the notice board so that 

everyone will be aware about it. 
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